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A Framework for intuitive collaboration with a mobile manipulator

Benjamin Navarro1,2, Andrea Cherubini1, Aı̈cha Fonte2, Gérard Poisson2, and Philippe Fraisse1

Abstract— In this paper, we present a control strategy that
enables intuitive physical human-robot collaboration with mo-
bile manipulators equipped with an omnidirectional base. When
interacting with a human operator, intuitiveness of operation is
a major concern. To this end, we propose a redundancy solution
that allows the mobile base to be fixed when working locally and
moves it only when the robot approaches a set of constraints.
These constraints include distance to singular poses, minimum
of manipulability and distance to objects and angular deviation.
Experimental results with a Kuka LWR4 arm mounted on a
Neobotix MPO700 mobile base validate the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile manipulators benefit from the dexterity of a stan-
dard manipulator with the extended workspace of a mobile
platform. Locomotion can be realized by wheeled, legged or
flying bases. However, mobile manipulators are over-actuated
robots that need specific control algorithms to deal with
their redundancy. Several approaches have been proposed,
depending on the type of mobile base that is used.

For wheeled bases, differential drive actuation introduces
non-holonomic constraints due to the rolling without slipping
of the wheels on the ground. These constraints limit the
set of velocities that can be realized by the mobile base,
and that need to be integrated in the controller. This has
been addressed by several approaches, e.g., using a path
planning strategy [1] or producing a complete kinematics
model together with a redundancy scheme [2]. Instead, for
mobile bases with steerable wheels, a global kinematics
model cannot be used directly, since velocities on the steering
axes do not induce velocities on the robot. This has been
investigated in [3], where the Jacobian null space projection
and a global input-output linearization with dynamic feed-
back have been tested and compared.

Legged robots equipped with an arm generally fall into
two categories, biped and quadruped. Biped robots, usually
adopt a humanoid structure. For these systems, locomotion
and manipulation are tightly coupled, since the robot balance
needs to be guaranteed. Generally, for dealing with the
system’s high redundancy, researchers use optimization with
a set of tasks (e.g., base velocity and hand/s pose/s) and
constraints (e.g., stability and self collision avoidance). This
strategy has been applied in [4] and in [5], to achieve human-
humanoid interaction. Quadruped robots equipped with a
manipulator have been investigated since [6], where the base
is modeled as a parallel robot to define the pose of the arm’s
base frame and inverse kinematics are used to control the
whole robot.
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Recently, researchers have embedded manipulators on
aerial robots [7], [8]. In such scenarios, the dynamic effects
of the arm motion must be taken into account, along with
redundancy, to keep the robot stable.

Research have been conducted on physical interaction with
mobile robots, such as in [9] were a fully omnidirectional
wheeled robot has been made compliant using force control.
Physical interaction with mobile manipulators has also been
studied in [10], where force thresholds have been used to
decide if the base, the arm or both of them have to move,
or in [11] where the use of a tactile skin permits full body
compliance.

Our work focuses on human-robot collaboration, where
intuitiveness of operation is crucial, as it enables untrained
operators to use the system. To the best of our knowledge,
this case has not yet been investigated for mobile manipu-
lators. To this end, we propose a damping controller, that
allows the end effector to be moved manually, together with
a redundancy solution that keeps the mobile platform fixed
during local manipulations and moves it only when needed
(i.e., when the arm approaches singular poses, low manipu-
lability zones or workspace limitations). This controller has
been validated on a robotic arm mounted on a mobile base
with steerable wheels.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define
the main variables and describe the proposed controller as
well as the redundancy solution. In Section III, the arm
motion constraints, which trigger motion of the base, are
detailed. An experimental validation in both simulated and
real environments is presented in Section IV. We summarize
and conclude in Section V.

II. MOBILE COMANIPULATION FRAMEWORK

We consider a manipulator (open kinematic chain), with
q ∈ Rj its j joint values, mounted on an omnidirectional
mobile platform with ẋbase ∈ R6 its cartesian control input.
The manipulator tool control point (TCP) has pose x =[
p> θ>

]> ∈ R6 and velocity ẋ =
[
v> ω>

]>
. Both x

and ẋ are expressed in the robot base frame, attached to
the center of the mobile base. We also assume that it is
possible to estimate (either directly or through joint torque
measurement) the external wrench (forces and torques) ap-
plied to the TCP, and expressed in the tool center frame:

hext =
[
f>ext τ>ext

]>
∈ R6. This information will be used

to move the tool according to the wrench that the operator
applies onto it.

A. Damping control

To let the operator move the tool we apply damping
control, which is a particular case of admittance control [12].



It can be formulated in the tool frame T as:
T ẋ = B−1hext + T ẋ∗. (1)

In (1), B is a diagonal matrix of strictly positive user-defined
damping values and T ẋ∗ a reference velocity in the tool
frame. For the robot to track velocity T ẋ, this is mapped
to the robot base frame through:

ẋ = BVT T ẋ =

[
BRT 03
03 BRT

]
T ẋ, (2)

BRT being the rotation matrix from tool to base frame.

B. Whole body control strategy
Because of redundancy, mobile manipulators inherently

share some mobility of the cartesian space between the
manipulator and the mobile base. In order to solve for such
redundancy, we adopt the following strategy:

ẋarm = Aẋ, (3)
ẋbase = (I− A)ẋ, (4)
A = diag{avx , avy , avz , aωx

, aωy
, aωz
} ∈ R6×6. (5)

In these equations, ẋarm is the velocity command for the arm
and all six a ∈ [0, 1]. If the velocity in a direction (degree
of freedom or DOF) is only realized by the manipulator, the
corresponding a is 1. If it is 0, the motion in that direction
is obtained thanks to the mobile platform. For values in
between, the motion is shared among the two. The derivation
of the a values will be explained in section III.

In this work, the mobile base is limited to the 3 compo-
nents of ground plane motion [vx vy ωz]

>, whereas, outside
singularities, the arm can generate velocities in any direction
in space. Hence, we set:

A = diag(avx , avy , 1, 1, 1, aωz ). (6)

Inverse kinematics is used on the manipulator to map task
space velocities to joint space:

q̇ = T(q)ẋarm (7)

with T(q) a j×6 matrix. Since different kinematic structures
exist to allow omnidirectional motion (Swedish or spherical
wheels, legs, flying base, etc.) the actuation of the mobile
base DOF is not considered in this work so we assume
that the mapping from ẋbase to its joint values exists and
is known.

Using a classical (pseudo-)inverse of the manipulator task
Jacobian J leads to large velocities near singular poses that
could potentially harm the operator. To avoid such problem,
we use, as in [13], adaptive damped least squares to compute
T(q). This leads to:

T(q) = J>(JJ> + λ2I)−1, (8)

with λ2 being calculated as:

λ2 =

{
0 if σm ≥ ε,
(1− (σm

ε )2)λ
2

otherwise.
(9)

In (9), σm is the smallest singular value of J, which can
be obtained from its singular values decomposition, ε is
a threshold that activates the damping effect, and λ is the

maximum damping value. The advantage of using (9) over
a constant value for λ is that the arm performance is not
degraded when it is away from a singularity, hence keeping
a small velocity tracking error.

III. CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we explain how the a values are calculated,

in order to satisfy a set of constraints: distance to singu-
larities, minimum of manipulability, distance to objects and
angular deviation. For each constraint, the goal is to move
only the arm while the system is far from that constraint.
This is a major difference with classic whole body control
where all joints are actuated to perform a task. Our choice
arises from the fact that for an operator manipulating the
robot it is more intuitive that the base is fixed when working
locally and moves only when a distant target needs to be
reached since it relates to way humans realize such tasks.

In order to get a smooth evolution of the a values, we use
an interpolation function described by:

f(c,x−,x+,y−,y+) =


y− if c ≤ x−,
y+ if c ≥ x+,
fp(c,x

−,x+,y−,y+) otherwise.
(10)

Here, fp(c, x−, x+, y−, y+) is a fifth-order polynomial with
null first and second derivatives at x− and x+. f being a
monotonic function, its output is always kept in the [y−, y+]
range. Fig. (1) gives an example of f .
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Fig. 1: Interpolation function f for x− = 2, x+ = 10, y− =
1 and y+ = 0.

A. Distance to singularities
Clearly, when the arm reaches a singular configuration,

the mobile base has to take over. To this aim, we use σm as
a measure of the distance to singular poses to derive the a
values:

as,i = f(s, 0, 1, 0, 1),∀i ∈ {vx, vy, ..., ωz} (11)

with s = 1− λ2/λ2max. Using (9) leads to s varying from 1
in non-singular poses (λ = 0) to 0 in singularity (λ = λ).

B. Manipulability
The manipulability index defined by Yohikawa [14] is a

largely used metric in mobile manipulation since it is related
to the ability, for the arm, to produce velocities in the task
space. It can be computed as:

µ =

√
det(JJT ) =

M∏
i=1

σi (12)



where σi is the i-th singular value of J. This measure can
be weighted with a factor decreasing near joint limits, as in
[15]. We propose the following penalization cost:

β(q) =

j∏
i=1

[
1−

[
2qi − (q+i + q−i )

q+i − q−i

]2]
∈ [0, 1], (13)

where q+i and q−i are the upper and lower limits of the i-th
joint. We can then merge the two measures using:

m = [β(q)α+ (1− α)]µ (14)

with α a scalar value that can be adjusted from 0 (no
penalization) to 1 (full penalization) depending on the desired
effect of β on the manipulability.

To account for manipulability, we set the a values to:

am,i = f(m,mmin,mth, 0, 1),∀i ∈ {vx, vy, ..., ωz}, (15)

mmin being the smallest manipulability allowed and mth

the manipulability threshold at which velocities start to be
transfered to the mobile base.

C. Distance to objects

The manipulator workspace can be limited by real (e.g. the
mobile base body, to avoid self-collisions) or virtual (e.g. a
virtual wall limiting the arm motion) physical constraints.
We consider them all as geometric objects (e.g., planes,
spheres, etc). We attach to the end effector a virtual sphere,
with a radius large enough to contain any tool the robot
may be carrying. Then, we define the set of n physical
constraints (objects) limiting the arm’s workspace. Finally,
we compute the distance between each object and the sphere,
using the GJK algorithm [16]. This algorithm outputs the pair
of closest points, pobj and psphere, that respectively belong
to the surface of the object and of the sphere. To compute
the a values, we first evaluate for each object k a distance
vector dk = [dkx d

k
y d

k
z ]> using algorithm 1.

for k ← 1 to n do
∆pk = pkobj − psphere
for i ∈ {x, y, z} do

if |∆pki | > 0 then
dki = f(|∆pki |, dmin, dth, 0, 1)

else
dki = 1

end
end

end
Algorithm 1: Workspace distance computation

In this algorithm, dmin and dth represent the minimum
and threshold distances used by the interpolator. We also
impose dmin > 0 so that |∆pi| = 0 is true only when the
i-th axis is unconstrained. Finally, we can compute the a
values realizing the distance constraint with:

ad,vi =

n∏
k=1

dki ,∀i ∈ {x, y, z} (16)

D. Angular deviation
In order to let the operator rotate the mobile base when

needed, we constrain the angular deviation to the reference
orientation θ∗. To do so, we define:

ad,ωi
= f(∆θi,∆θth,∆θmax, 1, 0),∀i ∈ {x, y, z} (17)

where ∆θi = |θ∗i − θi|, ∆θth is the angular activation
threshold and ∆θmax is the maximum angular error. In (17),
the a values vary from 1 at the angular threshold to 0 at the
maximum deviation.

E. Constraint deactivation
Since all the constraint values depend solely on the current

robot state, the arm can be locked in one or more task
space directions if the corresponding a values approach zero
(e.g., if the operator stretches it to a singular configuration,
s/he cannot refold it afterwards). To solve this problem,
we propose a general deactivation strategy that allows the
manipulator to move again if the generated velocity ẋ tends
to move the robot away from the constraint. For this we
need to define a virtual manipulator, with the same kinematic
structure as the real one, with joint values qv ∈ Rj , end
effector pose xv ∈ R6 and associated Jacobian Jv . Each
sample time, we update the virtual robot with:

qv = T(q)ẋ ∗ Ts + q, (18)
xvarm = fx(qv), (19)

Jv = fJ(qv). (20)

In these equations, Ts is the controller sample time and
fx, fJ are the forward kinematics algorithms to extract
the manipulator’s pose and Jacobian. Then, constraints (11),
(15), (16) and (17) are computed for both real and virtual
arms. For each pair, if the virtual arm constraint value is
greater than the real arm one, the deactivation mechanism is
triggered. This results in:

a =

{
ar if av < ar or t > tend,

f(t, tstart, tend, ai,start, 1) otherwise,
(21)

with ar and av the constraint values for the real and virtual
arm respectively, t the current time, tstart the time at which
the mechanism was triggered and its associated value ai,start
and tend (initialized to 0) the time at which the a value will
reach 1. By doing this, we ensure a smooth transfer of the
velocities from the mobile base to the arm.

F. Merging the constraints
In order to use different constraints at the same time, we

propose to multiply them to derive the value to inject in (5).
This translates to:

a =
∏
i∈C

ai, (22)

with C being the set of constraints to include.
The minimal value could also be used instead of the

product but this would not allow the operator to feel that
a new constraint is approaching and react to it if the effect
is not the desired one.



IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the experiments assessing the
correct behavior of the proposed framework. In IV-A, we
present simulations for a given reference trajectory ẋ∗ with
each constraint taken separately; then, in IV-B, we introduce
the setup for real robot validation, and we comment on the
results in IV-C.

A. Validation

1) Distance to singularity: Figure 2 presents simulation
results when only the singularity constraint is activated. The
velocity command ẋ extends the arm to reach a singular
configuration, where the mobile base starts moving, then
retracts it to a non-singular pose. The relevant parameters
are the following: ε = 0.1, λ = 0.1 and C = {s}. At t =
6.65s, the singularity constraint is activated and velocities are
progressively transferred from the arm to the mobile base,
until t = 9.75s, when the mechanism is deactivated. From
this instant, the as values increase up to 1 where the mobile
base is stopped and only the arm moves.
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Fig. 2: Distance to singularity simulation. Top: smallest
singular value σm and damping factor λ, middle: singularity
constraints as = as,vx = as,vy = as,ωz

, bottom: velocity
commands along the x axis. tact is the time at which the
constraint gets activated.

2) Manipulability: Results for the manipulability con-
straint test are displayed in Fig. 3. The same velocity
command ẋ as in IV-A.1 is used. The parameters for this
test are mth = 0.06, mmin = 0.03, α = 0.2 and C = {m}.
As expected, the arm follows the velocity trajectory until the
manipulability measure drops below the threshold mth and
stops when mmin is reached. At this point, the mobile base
fully tracks ẋ and the arm is at rest. At t = 10s the arm
starts moving again.

3) Distance to objects: To assess the behavior of the
workspace constraint we use only one object (n = 1), a
1×1×2 m box, centered at the base frame origin. The same
velocity profile as in IV-A.1 is used but with opposite sign
to first send the TCP against the mobile base and then move
away from it. The TCP virtual sphere radius is set to 15cm
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Fig. 3: Manipulability simulation. Top: manipulability mea-
sure m, middle: manipulability constraints am = am,vx =
am,vy = am,ωz , bottom: Velocity commands along the x
axis. tact is the time at which the constraint gets activated.

and we use dth = 0.05, dmin = 0.001 and C = {d}. Results
are presented in Fig. 4. As in the previous experiments, the
arm tracks the velocity profile until the threshold distance is
reached. Then, velocities are progressively transferred to the
mobile base. It is only when ẋ becomes positive to send the
TCP away from the mobile base that the arm starts moving
again and the base starts to decelerate and finally stop.
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Fig. 4: Distance to objects simulation. Top: Minimal dis-
tance dx, middle: workspace constraints, bottom: Velocity
commands along the x axis. tact is the time at which the
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4) Angular deviation: For the angular deviation test, we
use a reference rotational velocity ω∗z that rotates the TCP
above the maximum allowed orientation error ∆θ = 1rad.
We use C = {a} It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the constraint
gets activated when ∆θz crosses ∆θth = 0.5rad and that the
velocities are correctly transfered from the arm to the mobile
base. As in the previous examples, deactivation occurs when
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the velocity sign changes.

B. Real experiment setup

To validate the proposed approach, we set up an appli-
cation where an operator needs to move the TCP, attached
to the arm’s end effector, to a distant area, outside the
manipulator’s workspace. To this end, we used the LIRMM
BAZAR1 platform, shown in Fig. 6. BAZAR is composed
of a Neobotix MPO700 mobile base, two Kuka LWR4
arms, two Shadow Hands and cameras. Only the right arm
and the mobile base were used for this experiment. The
external wrench hext is estimated through the FRI interface2.
The implementation has been realized on a computer with
an i7-6700HQ processor running Linux with the Realtime
Preemption patch3. All the code was written in C++ using
the Knowbotics Framework, currently under development at
LIRMM. The FRI library was used to communicate with the
Kuka arm while a UDP bridge was set up to send cartesian
velocities to the computer embedded in the mobile base.
The controller sample time was T=1 ms and the average
computation time was 0.15 ms. Due to technical limitations
in the mobile base low level controller, this was only updated
every 25 ms.

C. Results

For this experiment, all three constraints were used [C =
{s,m, d, a}, with the following parameters:
• distance to singularity constraint: ε = 0.1, λ = 0.1,
• manipulability constraint: mth = 0.04, mmin = 0.02,
α = 0.2,

• allowed workspace constraint: dth = 0.05m, dmin =
0.001m, θmax = 1rad, θth = 0.5rad,

• deactivation mechanism: tend − tstart = 2s.

1Bimanual Agile Zany Anthorpomorphic Robot.
2http://cs.stanford.edu/people/tkr/fri/html
3https://rt.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main_Page

Fig. 6: The BAZAR mobile manipulator.

Results from this experiment are shown in Figures 7, 8
and in the video attached to this paper4. During the first 12
seconds the operator moves the arm freely and the mobile
base stays fixed (Fig. 7a). Then, since the TCP approaches
a singular configuration, the manipulability and singularity
constraints are activated to transfer the velocities to the
mobile platform. This allows the operator to move the robot
to another location. During this phase, both translations
and rotations of the mobile base are performed in order to
reach the desired configuration (Fig. 7b). At t = 30s, the
deactivation mechanism is triggered and the operator can
again control the manipulator (Fig. 7c). At t = 38s, the
end effector is pushed toward the mobile base, activating the
workspace constraint. Until t = 47s, the mobile platform
moves backward but the arm is still allowed to move in the
unconstrained directions (Fig. 7d). Finally, the deactivation
mechanism is enabled a second time to stop the mobile base
and unconstrain the arm motion (Fig. 7e).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The key point of this paper is the proposal of a redundancy
solution for mobile manipulators to enhance physical human-
robot collaboration. The tool velocity is modified through
a reference trajectory or by interaction forces applied by
a human operator. Four constraints have been proposed to
exploit redundancy: distance to singularity, minimum of
manipulability, distance to objects and angular deviations.
The framework has been validated in both simulated and real
environments. In future work, we will study different sce-
narios where new constraints may be needed. These include
navigation in cluttered environments (e.g., for assistance to
disabled people or to workers in factories).
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